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American Apparel advertisements are deemed offensive and controversial and many of 
their ads have been banned due to its presentation of women. Despite the controversy, there has 
been no sociological study on how gender is presented in their ads. This thesis explores how men 
and women are presented in twelve of their print ads. 
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1     INTRODUCTION  
1.1 Controversial Ads 
Critics argue that the advertisements of American Apparel objectify and exploit women 
(Wolf 2006; Moor and Littler 2008; Holson 2011). Scholarship focused on American Apparel’s 
treatment of their manufacturing employees, but there has been no systematic sociological study 
on American Apparel and their print ads with particular focus on gender. This thesis examines 12 
American Apparel print ads to illustrate how American Apparel presents gender in their print 
ads.  
In 2007, one of their billboard ads in New York City shows a woman bent over with her 
legs spread (Fig. 1). She is topless and faceless. Wordless, except with their moniker American 
Apparel, the ad intended to sell a pair of leggings. The black and white billboard received more 
attention when a spray painted message appeared: “Gee, I wonder if this is why women get 
raped.”  
 
Figure 1 Tagged Billboard 
 
The tag caused confusion: was this a message that blamed the victim or highlights Amer-
ican Apparel’s objectification of women? The tagger replied to jezebel.com, a feminist website, 
“Honestly, I was just reacting to the constantly degrading images of women that American Ap-
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parel creates. That ad in particular - headless, bent over, composed so that the focus was irrefuta-
ble...”1 (Moe 2007 http://tinyurl.com/my4p78y).  
In the United Kingdom, many of their ads are banned: “‘offensive … pornographic, ex-
ploitative of women and inappropriately sexualized young women’.” (cited in Sweney 2012).Yet 
the company maintains that women are there by choice (Ko 2004). Unlike many clothing retail-
ers and other brands that use modeling or casting agencies, American Apparel uses photo sub-
mission, casts employees from their stores, and CEO and co-creator of company, Dov Charney 
approaches women at parties to model (Ko 2004).  
American Apparel employs nearly 10,000 people in 19 countries (American Apparel 
About Us/Global, http://tinyurl.com/m8q7x2b) and pay factory workers well above minimum 
wage, “$12 to $14 dollars an hour—the highest pay worldwide for the manufacturing of apparel 
basics, and significantly more than California's minimum wage” (American Apparel Vertical In-
tegration, http://tinyurl.com/mahvohb). Yet, American Apparel is antiunion and “although salary 
details are bandied around frequently, it is hard to get firm numbers—not least because salaries 
at the lower end are not fixed but vary in line with productivity” (Moor and Littler 2008: 706). 
American Apparel prides itself for practicing vertical integration manufacturing: everything is 
completed at their flagship store in downtown Los Angeles, CA—design, manufacturing, mar-
keting, and advertising.  
 
 
 
 
 
                                                
1 See Appendix A for Tagger’s Response. 
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Their first ad appeared in 1995 as a small black and white text (Fig. 2) 
 
 
Figure 2 1995 
 
 
In 1996, their advertising campaign shifted from simple texts to images featuring models (Fig. 
3).  
 
 
Figure 3 1996 
 
  
Yet how does a company whose first ad comprised of black and white text justify an image of 
woman whose legs are spread in a one-piece thong romper with the caption “Now Open” to her-
ald the opening of a new store (Fig. 4)? 
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Figure 4 Now Open 
 
 
1.2 Dov Charney and American Apparel 
CEO and co-creator of American Apparel Dov Charney believe women want to be por-
trayed like this and that if they want to model for the company, then women know that American 
Apparel is a company known by a certain style and aesthetic (Ko 2004). Described as gross and 
perverted, Dov Charney enjoys his sexuality and his sexuality guides and infiltrates the company 
(Edemariam 2008; Hill 2010; Wolf 2006). American Apparel stores were once decorated with 
covers from 1970s issues of Penthouse and Oui, and Charney enjoys sex with employees be-
cause his behavior is “all in the name of personal freedom” (Navarro 2005). In an interview that 
is routinely cited when discussing American Apparel or Dov Charney, journalist Claudine Ko 
profiled Charney as he masturbated in front of her stating “masturbation in front of women is 
underrated” (Ko 2004).  
Charney masturbating in front of a journalist gained a lot of attention that Ko wrote a fol-
low-up. Charney told her, “I didn’t want to be written about like this—masturbating. The world 
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sees my interaction with you as a lewd act […] I’m a sensitive individual, and had I the impres-
sion you weren’t enjoying yourself, it would’ve ended immediately. I took you very seriously as 
a reporter. But I think the lines between personal and professional got blurry. And that’s it” (Ko 
2005). Yet as his sexuality influences their flagship downtown LA office to their retail stores in 
260 locations, American Apparel cannot shield itself from serious accusations of sexual harass-
ment, racism, and assault by former employees (Hines 2012). Seven lawsuits have been filed 
against Dov Charney from 2005 to 2013 (Edwards 2011). 
A lawsuit filed in 2005 accused Charney’s American Apparel of being “‘wholly intolera-
ble,’ ‘intimidating’ that subjected them to ‘egregious’ sexual comments and behavior” (Navarro 
2005). A former employee “was ‘terrified’ of being alone with him” and alleged Charney gave 
her and another co-worker vibrators, saying “‘It’s great during sex’” (Navarro 2005). This for-
mer employee, a recruiter for the company, accused Charney of pressuring her to talk to a wom-
an because “she was hot[;]he offered the woman a job on the spot” (Navarro 2005). Internal doc-
uments revealed American Apparel’s hiring practices discriminate by race. A supervisor in-
structed a former store manager a hiring process for black women: “‘none of the trashy kind that 
come in, we don’t want that. We’re not trying to sell our clothes to them. Try to find some of 
these classy black girls, with nice hair, you know?’” (Nolan 2010a). The supervisor was promot-
ed and later instructed the store manger to “‘tell two of my employees (both of who [sic] hap-
pened to be black females) to stop straightening their hair’” (Nolan 2010a).  
Chaney has dismissed the lawsuits as just women trying to take advantage of California’s 
lawsuit culture (Dean 2005; Ko 2005). Yet the company and defenders of Charney cite that many 
of these cases were dismissed and that no monetary settlement was given. Jim Edwards, a writer 
for Business Insider, believes, “Some people owe American Apparel CEO Dov Charney an 
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apology. The fact that AA [American Apparel] hasn’t made any payout so far on the harassment 
claims suggests Charney’s defense was a strong one” (2013).  
In 2010, American Apparel added a million dollar confidentiality contract for all new 
U.S. employees (Nolan 2010b). In the contract, new employees are “forbidden” to discuss their 
experience at American Apparel with the media and if they discuss their job in public, like at a 
bar or restaurant, this is viewed as a breach of the confidentiality contract (Nolan 2010b). If a 
breach is made, the employee owes American Apparel one million dollars (Nolan 2010b).  
The controversy surrounding their ads is framed as further objectification and exploita-
tion of women in advertising, but American Apparel dismisses this argument citing that many of 
their employees are willing to model and that women want to be subjected this way because they 
choose to submit photos in hopes to be part of their advertising campaign. A defender of Ameri-
can Apparel supports this logic by stating that “‘if you’re seasick, don’t join the Navy,’”Ilse 
Metchek, president of the California Fashion Association, continues, “‘I couldn’t work there, but 
I wouldn’t even apply. Why would I presume to change the work habits of the owner of a private 
company[?] Does the name ‘Hooters’ say anything to you? Frankly, many customers want to be 
one of their models’” (Navarro 2005).  
 
1.3 Overview 
In this thesis, I examine how American Apparel presents gender in 12 of their print ads. 
First, I discuss Erving Goffman and Jean Kilbourne and their important methodological exami-
nation at advertisement of the 1960s and 1970s. Since the publication of their works, there has 
been an increased focus on the intersection of race and gender in advertisements, and I present 
some of these contemporary findings. Then I discuss the examination of ads through the lens of 
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subjectivity and commodity feminism. Next, I explain my use of Goffman’s methodology of ex-
amining gender in magazine advertisements. Published in 1979 as Gender Advertisements, 
Goffman’s methodology and findings remains influential. I discuss my coding sheet that catego-
rized body parts, exposure, and clothing items. I present my findings, discussion and conclusion. 
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2     LITERATURE REVIEW 
2.1 Bodies in Advertisements 
Erving Goffman (1979) started to collect ads because he found them to present ideals of 
gender relations and roles of men and women. Goffman found displays of gendered power in re-
lationships and roles in advertising. In his collection of over four hundred magazine advertise-
ments, he found that women’s presentation of their bodies were often lower then men in physical 
stature, social status, and intellect. Goffman saw advertisers frame gender and sex as innate, nat-
ural therefore structural inequities were viewed as acceptable and normal.  
In the 1960s, Jean Kilbourne started to collect magazine advertisements when she noticed 
recurring themes regarding ideas of women, men, masculinity and femininity.  A Pantene sham-
poo ad read: “If your hair isn’t beautiful, the rest hardly matters” (Kilbourne and Jhally 2010). In 
another ad, a man and woman are embraced while the caption states: “Feminine odor is every-
one’s problem” (Kilboune and Jhally 2010). Women were also shown in dangerous and violent 
situations. Men stalk women; they lurk in alleyways, they are tall, dark strangers following 
women, yet advertisers presents these violent situations as intriguing, mysterious, and sexy to 
women. “Everywhere [women] are told that without a certain measure of domination, submis-
sion, sin, danger, possession, obsession, humiliation, objectification, and violence even unto 
death, there wouldn’t be any ‘sex’ at all” (Caputi 1989, 446). 
Kilbourne and media studies scholar Sut Jhally have produced the popular documentary 
series Killing Us Softly, the first of the series released in 1979 and since, Kilbourne and Jhally 
have produced an additional three. In the documentaries, Kilbourne presents her case that adver-
tisers tell women that the most important aspect for women is “how we look” (Kilbourne and 
Jhally 2010). Yet one woman in an ad maybe comprised of several different body parts from dif-
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ferent women pieced together to form a “real” woman. Kilbourne argues that despite the falsity 
of these images, girls and women continue to measure themselves against these destructive im-
ages. These measures will always lead to failure: “it is inevitable because it is based on absolute 
flawlessness” (Kilbourne and Jhally 2010). 
In the 1990s, sociologist Anthony Cortese released the first of his Provocateur: Images of 
Women and Minorities in Advertising (2007). Cortese examined magazine advertisements be-
cause they offer a clear representation of social occurrences and realities of gender and race and 
how these two powerful constructs are deeply attached to social and power structures: “Social 
scientists should spend more time studying mass media and political institutions and processes 
and less time examining the behavior of ethnic minorities” (2007: xxi). Since the first of his pub-
lication, Cortese finds that advertisers still present women and minorities as secondary characters 
who defer or deflect their power to white men and women. Women’s bodies, like the findings of 
Goffman, were still dismembered, their bodies cut into fragments and that “[a]dvertising that de-
picts women’s bodies without faces, heads, and feet implies that all that is really important about 
a women lies between her neck and her knees” (Cortese 2007: 31). 
Since the 1960s and 1970s advertising predominately features body types that were thin-
ner and in the 1980s advertisers used more images of a “tighter, smoother, and more contained” 
body (Bordo 1993: 188). In Reading the Slender Body, Bordo argues that fat, bumps, and bulges 
on a women’s body reveal that there is a chaos internally producing “uncontained desire, unre-
strained hunger, uncontrolled impulse” (1993: 189). To control the anxiety of an out of control 
body, Bordo maintains that the bumps, lumps and ripples must be eliminated in a battle against 
“a common enemy: the soft, the loose; unsolid excess flesh. Simply to be slim is not enough—
the flesh must not ‘wiggle’” (1993: 191). 
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Harrison found that advertisers like to see women as “curvaceously thin, in that [their] 
lower half is proportionately thin compared to [their] upper half” (2003: 256). Harrison found 
that centerfold models from Playboy, Miss America pageant contestants, and Vogue models had 
a body ratios of 36-24-36. This view of women “appears to have dominated portrayals of the 
ideal female, both historically and recently” (2003: 257). Yet Harrison wonders: “What is curi-
ous about this ideal figure is its unusual fat distribution” (2003: 257). She continues “it is impos-
sible to lose body fat without reducing breast size. Thus, women who wish to meet the skinny-
yet-busty-body ideal generally cannot do so through diet and exercise alone” (2003: 257). Harri-
son found that when exposed to mainstream television ads that presented “curvaceously thin” 
women, women idealized smaller waist and hips. And this same exposure revealed that men and 
women approved of body altering surgery like breast modification and liposuction.  
2.2 Race and Gender in Advertisments 
Representation of an ideal woman’s shape, figure, and form are measured against that of 
white women “yet most studies oddly leave out an important racial and nativist element of to-
day’s global capitalist culture that feeds on the visual consumption of women’s bodies” (Kim 
and Chung 2005: 69). Non-white women still find themselves in roles of subordination to white 
women and fetishization of their ethinicities (Kim and Chung 2005; Coltrane and Messineo 
2000). Non-white women were scant in advertisements in the 1960s and 1970s “partly because 
of their small numbers [and] their racialized invisibility to mainstream American society” (Kim 
and Chung 2000: 67).  
There has been a small increase in the representation of non-white women over the last 
thirty years but “members of these groups are still more likely to be presented as secondary char-
acters, and the quality of the portrayals is less positive than those of majority group members” 
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(Messineo 2008: 753). And when non-white women appear with white women they are “only 
beautiful if they approximiate the right ideal (straight hair, light skin tone)—white features” 
(Kilbourne and Jhally 2010). Black women are often presented as “natural” and featured in ad 
campaigns with animalistic clothing prints like leopard or zebra. This presentation of of black 
women as wild and untamed further added to the destructive imagery of the hypersexual black 
women. They are also presented as “mammys” (motherly, but undesireable) and “welfare 
queens”  (Messineo 2008).  
In a summary of how body ideal presented in magazines affects Hispanic women, Pomp-
per and Koenig found that while some researchers found Hispanic women more likely to dismiss 
white standards of idealized beauty, other research supports that Hispanic women are more af-
fected by beauty and youth maintenance standards and report higher levels of body dissatisfac-
tion than white or black women: “Latina respondents [are] more accepting of a healthy-looking, 
larger, curvier figure, [but] they concurred with [white] respondents that being thin was the ac-
ceptable social standard to attract men, gain economic success, and maintain self-control” (2004: 
90).  
Respondents cited magazines as influencing their body image with family influences and 
values as a secondary influence (Pompper and Koenig 2004). Hispanic parents were more ac-
cepting of a fuller figure for their daughters yet with the proliferation of Western style ads de-
picting young, thin and fair skinned women as socially worthy, many young Hispanic women 
find themselves saturated with “American cultural ideals of beauty [and] with so few Hispanic 
role models in U.S. media, young Hispanic women look to English language magazines and 
popular American culture to identify body image standards” (2004: 100). Pompper and Koenig 
acknowledge that their findings are limited given the diversity among Hispanic and Latina wom-
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en, yet their findings offer further support that despite cultural ties and views of beauty, larger 
mainstream ideals of beauty infiltrate and dominate.  
Asians are barely visible in pop and media culture (Kaw 1993) so scholarship examining 
Asians’ gender roles and racialized mythologies began in the 80s and 90s, but “few scholars have 
fully examined the commodified images of Asian/American women that have come to play an 
integral role in today’s consumer culture industries” (Kim and Chung 2005: 67-68). Chararcters 
like the “China Doll, Geisha Girl and shy Polynesian beauty” were shown as “dull, passive, and 
nonsociable” (Kaw 1993: 80) and sexually desirably because of their strange foreigness (Kim 
and Chung 2005). Both of these images were created as “traditional representations of 
Asian/American women as exotic and erotic objects of White men’s sexual adventure” (Kim and 
Chung 2005: 88). 
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3   THEORY  
3.1 Commodity Feminism 
Since the 1960s through the 1980s advertisers presented women as passive, mute, exoti-
cized, fetishisized and sexually available for hetereonormative masculine sexuality, yet in the 
late 1980s and 1990s, advertisers started using “real women” as a response to the criticisms re-
garding advertising and the Photoshopping of women and their bodies while acknowledging the 
economic consumption power of women (Howard 2010). The images depicted in these two dec-
ades showed how advertisers used the idea of women’s empowerment to strengthen the notion 
that her buying power was her choice yet scholars argue that these images created a “consumer 
feminism,” “commodity feminism,” “commercial realism,” and “commodification of identity” 
(Gill 2009; Howard 2010). 
Commodity feminism illustrates the power women have gained through feminism as not 
just changing structural barriers, but as achieving individual goals through comsumption that are 
emblematic of a leisure lifestyle choice. Rosalind Gill sees “these newer representations [that] 
invite women to become liberated and take control of their own lives by acts of individual con-
sumption. Feminism, signified in this manner, becomes just another style decision” (2009: 9). 
Gill elaborates that this shift  
takes many different forms. It consists of adverts that aim to appease women's anger and to     
suggest that advertisers share their disgruntlement with images  of thin women, airbrushed to 
perfection. It is found in adverts that attempt to articulate a rapprochement between traditional 
femininity and what are coded as feminist goals: independence, career success, financial au-
tonomy. It may be identified in gender reversal adverts or in revenge adverts which mock or 
turn the tables on men (2009: 10). 
 
Commodity feminism distorts feminism as an avenue of consumption and presents femi-
nism as a finished act in history: “The postmodern woman in advertising is a superwoman. No 
wonder she has so much self-esteem and independence. Advertisers pretend that it is their prod-
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ucts that make her so successful, happy, and liberated. These postmodern images display a myth 
of social and economic progress for woman. The stark reality of aggregate data clashes with this 
fantasy” (Cortese 2007: 138). Rosalind Gill sees a new shift in feminist understanding of the 
presentation of women where individualism obscures society: 
    More fundamentally I wonder what has happened to social theory when simply acknowledg-
ing cultural influence is seen as somehow disrespectful, and when being influenced is regard-
ed as shameful rather than ordinary and inevitable? (2008: 435).  
 
Gill’s use of postfeminism does not suggest that feminism is unnecessary, instead she 
sees it as a rapprochement of feminism: “[women] are active, empowered, above and beholden to 
no one, able to choose to ‘use beauty’ to make herself feel good, feel confident” (2007: 74). 
Kang noted that even if this new shift is empowering, advertising “serves the social purpose of 
convincing us that this is how women are, or want to be or should be [and that advertising] are 
merely designed to naturalize people and things in such a way as to maximize demand by defin-
ing social relations in terms of goods and services” (1997: 994-995).  
 
3.2 Hegemonic Masculinity 
The roles of men and their ideals of masculinity also shifted from roles based on produc-
tion to roles decided by consumerism. (Alexander 2003; Tan et al. 2013). Men’s roles, defini-
tions, and expectations were tied to land ownership in the beginning of the nineteenth century 
(Kimmel 1996). Post-industrialism gave way to the “self-made man” where his self-identity and 
worth were largely determined by career or salary (Kimmel 1996). Masculine practices of men 
continued to identify itself around work and money and expressed itself through masculine ac-
tions like, violence, stoicism, risk-taking. Practices like this encouraged men to engage in behav-
ior that would not be viewed as feminine or “gay” (Connell and Messerschmidt 2005). Hege-
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monic masculinities expresses differences of masculinities by illustrating that certain masculini-
ties within social spaces maybe irrelevant in other social spaces. Yet “the currently most honored 
way of being a man, it required all other men to position themselves in relation to it, and it ideo-
logically legitimated the global subordination of women to men” (Connell and Messerschmidt 
2005: 832).  
Alexander deems “branded masculinity” as a focus on youth and beauty maintenance and 
having an “ideal” body through exercise and beauty/hygiene products (2003). Bordo discussed 
the desire for a slender and taut female body by advertisers and found that advertisers idealized 
body ideals regarding expressions of masculinities (2000). Besides maintaining physical appear-
ance, Dempsey suggests that men’s roles were no longer seen in “macho” ways like military or 
cowboys, but as being the primary user of new technologies like computers, smartphones, etc. 
(2009). Yet, this view positions excludes non-white men and women. Definitions and degrees of 
masculinities evolve and the roles of men, maintains dominance over other “subordinate” mascu-
linities and women based on “current” acceptable practices of sexuality, health, work and physi-
cal appearance (Connell and Messerschmidt 2005; Tan et al. 2013). Despite the appearance that 
men and women enjoy greater economic chances, hegemonic masculinity and commodity femi-
nism serves to maintain power for certain men and women -- men and women who embody “cur-
rent” ideals and roles of how men and women interact and behave.  
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4  METHODS 
4.1 Sampling 
I conducted a content analysis of a purposive sample of 12 American Apparel print ads. 
The purposive sample is the best sample because “the researcher draws upon his or her expertise 
to select a sample that exemplifies certain characteristics of the population to be studied” (Taylor 
2003: 302). Purposive sample is also best because the presentation of gender in ads transmitted 
and reaffirmed societal expectation of men and women by embedding subtle cues and symbols 
(Belknap 1991; Tan 2013). My research is guided by this question: how does American Apparel 
present gender in their advertisements? I use Goffman’s Gender Advertisement (1979), and 
Kang’s 1997 replication of Goffman’s study as methodological guide, and a coding sheet that I 
created that accounts for clothing, body parts (see Appendix A). 
Goffman found that advertisers presented women as weaker and inferior than men in five 
areas: relative size (women portrayed as smaller, shorter), feminine touch (women touching 
themselves), function ranking (men had greater status, power, occupation), ritualization of sub-
ordination (women are lying or reclining in absurd settings), and licensed withdrawal (women 
gazed in far off distance, unfocused, or not part of the scene). (Goffman 1979; Kang 1997; Tan 
2013).  
I used Goffman’s coding for his five categories. Within the five categories, I used Kang’s 
selection of Goffman’s variables that define the five categories (1997: 987).  
1.) Relative Size  Male Taller   Compared height of wo/men 
 
2.) Feminine Touch  Cradling/caressing objects Women more than men touch  
    Touching Self   objects or self 
 
3.) Function Ranking  Male in superior/instructor  Hierarchy of power 
    role  
    Female serving other person 
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4.) Ritualization of   Female lowering stance Positions and actions where 
Subordination   Bashful knee ban  women are physically  
    Lying/sitting on bed/sofa subordinate 
 
5.) Licensed Withdrawal Expansive smile  Women are viewed as distant 
    Covering mouth/face with or removed from setting 
    hand  
    Withdrawn gaze 
 
4.2 Data Collection 
I obtained four hundred and ninety-six print ads from their advertising page on their web-
site http://tinyurl.com/npmotmj . I started from their first print ads, published in 1995 to 2011. I 
did not collect for 1998 because there were no print ads available at the time of data collection in 
2011. As of 2014, a section devoted to their ads, entitled “Advertising” is featured on their 
homepage, americanapparel.net. American Apparel categorizes their advertising based on how 
ads were distributed: flyer, packaging, promotional, catalogs, wholesale, labels, info graphics, 
retail stores, web ads, print ads, and billboards. I focus on their print ads because this has wider 
accessibility to the public more so than their other selections that may have been posted in spe-
cific cities or in publications unavailable to wider audiences.  
I categorized the ads by year and totaled the amount of ads per year. From 496 ads, I ex-
cluded twenty-eight ads: six ads featuring dogs because there was no interaction with humans; 
six ads that featured drawings of women; two ads that featured female mannequins displayed by 
a trash dumpster. The remaining fourteen of the twenty-eight excluded ads were duplicates; ads 
with only text, and images that were irrelevant to my study like an ad featuring a parking lot 
from their flagship location or another ad that featured one of their manufacturing trucks. 
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4.3 Coding 
Left with four hundred and sixty-eight ads, I categorized by gender. I use gender to refer 
to a binary understanding of men and women. Ads that featured men were categorized as aamen. 
I coded sixty-eight ads that featured men. I was only concerned in collecting ads where men 
were present in the ads; I did not count the number of men in the ads. From the sixty-eight ads, I 
created four categories: aainteraction featured six ads that depicted men and women interacting 
in the same ad; thirty-four ads contain men by themselves, menalone; five ads feature men inter-
acting with other men (withmen); and the remaining twenty-three ads illustrate men and women 
as presented together in ads, but they do not interact with each other. Instead, the men and wom-
en have been cropped together as in a layout design (Fig. 5 and 6).  
 
Figure 5 Example of Cropped Together 
 
Figure 6 Example of Cropped Together 
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For my thesis, because I am interested in how gender is presented, I focus on the six 
aainteraction ads that contained men and women interacting in the same ad because they may 
reflect gendered power differences based on physical cues or poses. I used Goffman’s and 
Kang’s replication to analyze the ads because aainteraction photos may illustrate how men and 
women interact with each other. I am also interested in how American Apparel presents men and 
women separately. I chose ads from a category I labeled sequence. I define sequence as one ad 
that consists of two or more images that when examined as a whole ad, reveals an ordering of 
action based on the sequence of photos (Figs. 7 & 8).   
 
Figure 7 Example of Sequence 
 
Figure 8 Example of Sequence 
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I collected one hundred and twenty-two ads for the sequence category. Three of the one 
hundred and twenty-two ads featured men while the rest were women. The three ads that fea-
tured men (Fig. 9-11) overlapped with the menalone category. I wanted to find the closest female 
counterpart based on similar clothing and poses. Figures 12-14 feature women and do not over-
lap with aainteraction. I examine six sequence ads, figures 9-14. These six ads use the coding 
sheet (see Appendix A). The coding sheet was created in initial data collection and coding and 
accounts for what, if any, body parts were exposed, the type of clothing, and location depicted in 
the ads.  
 
 
Figure 9 Sequence 
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Figure 10 Sequence 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 11 Sequence 
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Figure 12 Sequence 
 
 
 
 
 
      
Figure 13 Sequence 
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Figure 14 Sequence 
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5 FINDINGS 
Based on the interaction of men and women in the six interaction ads (Figs. 15-20) men 
were presented with greater exposure of physical power. Women in the ads are distant in their 
gaze than males, illustrating the licensed withdrawal. Men larger or dominate in the ad space 
while women are smaller or vulnerable. The men in the ads touch themselves less and indicate 
that there is still a great deal feminine touch presented in the ads. Ritualization of subordination 
can be viewed in Figs. 16 and 20. In Fig. 20, the woman seems to be masturbating while the man 
is taking the photo, and in Fig. 16, his stance is larger than hers. She is lowered and drawn away 
while he exhibits greater dominance by his extended his arms over his head while protruding his 
belly. 
 
Figure 15 Interaction 
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Figure 16 Interaction 
 
 
 
Figure 17 Interaction 
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Figure 18 Interaction 
 
 
 
Figure 19 Interaction 
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Figure 20 Interaction 
 
Figures 9-14 depict sequence sample. In figures 9-11, the men were covered, and the 
three men had more clothing items than women in figures 12-14. In figure 12 she wore under-
wear, while her breasts were partially covered in one sequence then exposed in the next. The 
man’s position in figure 9 did not change in either sequence. In figure 10, with, the man wearing 
jeans, hoodie, and a yellow shirt, none of his body parts were exposed because of what he was 
wearing. In both images in his ad, he remains standing, face visible while making direct eye con-
tact. In the figure 13, she is fully clothed and she too has none of her body parts exposed. How-
ever, she has two different positions in her frame. In one of the sequences, she has her legs in the 
air, her back reclining in a chair while in the other sequence, she is sitting in the same chair. In 
figure 11, a man is wearing underwear with a cardigan sans shirt. He is standing. His body parts 
are covered. His face is visible and he makes direct eye contact. In figure 14, a headless woman 
is wearing a vest and a thong. In one of the sequences, the vest covers her breasts; in the next, 
she opens her vest, thereby exposing them. 
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6 DISCUSSION 
I used Goffman’s coding mechanism to show relationships and interaction of men and 
women in the ads, but given the sample size, it may be an error to generalize to other styles of 
American Apparel ads. I did not use the gendered interaction of the cropped together because 
that would not reveal how men and women interact with one another. By using the code sheet for 
the sequence photos, I wanted to illustrate that men and women are presented differently because 
of gender. In ads where women are wearing slacks, shirt, and jacket, or fully clothed, they were 
posed lying down on a couch or on a sofa with positions of arched back or arms in over their 
head. There are subtle cues and messages transmitted in American Apparel ads. The findings 
here illustrate that women are displayed in greater positions of subordination to men in their ads.  
Despite being a clothing store to men, women, and unisex, the predominance of women 
over men in their ads suggest that this is a clothing store for women. In 2009 to 2011, none of 
their print ads featured men. When looking at clothes, men who model underwear in their print 
ads may just wear the underwear itself yet when women model underwear, their faces are 
cropped. Men’s buttocks are covered while women’s are partly exposed. I did not examine race 
because of the difficulty of identifying race. Yet I did note that many of the men and women in 
the ads had lighter skin tone. The men and women, who were identified racially or ethnically 
through text in the ads, were also lighter in skin tone. In 2014, 62-year-old Jacky O’Shaughnessy 
modeled lingerie for American Apparel (Reporter, Daily Mail). American Apparel received posi-
tive attention for presenting an older woman in lingerie, yet none of the print ads in the fifteen-
year collection featured older women. None of my sample featured older women. There are some 
older men in the ads, relatives of Dov Charney, but their clothing do not expose body parts and 
they are not in positions where they are arching their back or spreading their legs as far as they 
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will spread. As much as Dov Charney and supporters maintain that American Apparel is an ad-
mirable company because of their political and civil stances and their treatment of gar-
ment/manufacturing employees, an examination of their ads reveal that despite their support for 
LGBTQIA and allies, im/migration reform, and higher wages, American Apparel view on race 
and gender is questionable when so much of their company beliefs stem from Dov Charney’s 
expressions of his views on sexuality and freedom (Wolf 2006; Hines 2012; Holson 2011). 
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7 CONCLUSIONS 
My sample size is small, but American Apparel did not have a large sample of men in the 
fifteen-year span of their print ads. Some research methods I would have done differently are I 
would examine how men interact with each other in their print ads. Though I excluded ads that 
featured drawings and mannequins, these ads are important because the drawings were only of 
women, one of the drawings featured a nude women with pubic hair illustrated, and the manne-
quins were female mannequins by a trash dumpster. Presenting women in dangerous and disgust-
ing social spaces are common in advertising, and despite some of the advertising and marketing 
awards American Apparel have won, their ad campaign is recycled and boring yet no less dan-
gerous in their continual violent subjection of women. 
When beginning my research, I was interested in seeing how women are presented in 
their ads. Though I am looking at women in their ads, I am really focused on how American Ap-
parel presents women, gender in their print ads. Women submit photos of themselves; they agree 
to Dov Charney’s invitation to model, but women pose in response to American Apparel’s aes-
thetic. The defense of personal and sexual freedom obscures American Apparel of critical ques-
tions regarding the further objectification of women and ignores power and gender, and heter-
onormative sexuality.  
Though I focused on a small section of their ad campaign, an examination of their other 
ad campaigns, like billboard, web, flyers, may offer further illustration of how gender is viewed 
at American Apparel. Another valuable study is to examine how children are presented in Amer-
ican Apparel: how does American Apparel present boys and girls? My study is a small and sig-
nificant contribution because it offers the first sociologically insight in how American Apparel 
presents gender, yet further research into the company may produce other meaningful findings. 
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APPENDICES  
Appendix A 
Tagger’s Response: 
A friend just forwarded the american apparel story link and said: "dude, you're efa-
mous...kind of". I was totally amazed and happy that such a debate was sparked by my humble 
offering. 
 
 
First off, i'm not a graf writer. Honestly, I was just reacting to the constantly degrading images of 
women that AA creates. That ad in particular - headless, bent over, composed so that the focus 
was irrefutable... I went home, grabbed some spraypaint, took the train back and waited until 
4am to climb the scaffolding. 
 
 
Now that i've read all of the comments and reactions posted on jezebel, i feel regret at having 
chosen the word "get". The people who mentioned "are" as a better choice of wording were right. 
I struggled with the thought of leaving such an open-to-interpretation message, but eventually 
just decided to go with my gut-reaction and get the hell down from there. 
 
 
It was horrifying to read that some people interpreted it as "women deserve to be raped" or that i 
was probably some uneducated/ignorant/misogynistic graf writer promoting my justifica-
tion....(geez, talk about a stereotype!) I also took offense to the comments that suggested i need 
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to re-evaluate my concept of feminism... duh! of course i agree that women should be able to 
dress as they please and not have to worry about others interpretation. That said, i couldn't let 
this advert slide by without a protest. This wasn't a run of the mill ad by some faceless corpora-
tion. This was Dov Charney's "art" and ideology. 
 
 
I'll be the first to admit that i have a lot to learn. I'm not much of an academic, and have only re-
cently started reading books which address gender, feminist theories, body image... i have my 
own (imperfect) ideas and reactions to the world around me and accept that i am going to make 
mistakes, and grow as i learn more... 
 
 
As an act of civil disobedience/direct action, i believe that this form of protest was effective(if 
only momentarily) in that it caused AA economic damage(well over $10,000.), inspired an open 
discussion on many levels and was a learning experience for all. 
 
 
I don't mean to ramble on and on, so i'll just end this by saying thank you for bringing this top-
ic/discussion onto your website. In the future, i will take greater precautions to be more clear in 
my meaning... 
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Appendix B 
CODE SHEET  # _________ 
Image name:  
 
Image year: 
 
Accompanying Text (excluding store information): 
 
 
 
Photo Description: 
 
 
CODES 
Apparent Gender 
o Male 
o Female 
• Body Parts 
o Breast 
! Exposed 
! Covered 
! Partially Covered 
o Butt 
! Exposed 
! Covered 
! Partially Covered 
o Genitals 
! Exposed 
! Covered 
! Partially Covered 
o Arms 
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! Up 
! Down 
o Legs 
! Open 
! Close 
o Eyes 
! Direct 
! Gaze 
o Face 
! Visible 
! Invisible 
• Position 
o Arched 
o Lying 
o Kneeling 
o Sitting 
o Standing 
• Clothing 
o T-shirt 
o Hoodie 
o Sweater 
o Cardigan 
o Blazer 
o Belt 
o Blouse 
o Bra 
o Tank Top 
o Coat/jacket 
o Thong 
o Underwear 
o Tights/leggings 
o Jeans 
o Slacks 
o Shorts 
o Skirt 
• Setting 
o Outdoor 
! Street 
! Beach 
! Woods 
! Building 
! Alley  
o Indoor 
! Factory 
! Living Room 
! Bed 
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! Sofa/Couch 
! Chair 
! Kitchen 
! Studio 
! Bathroom 
! Couch 
! Unknown Room 
 
 
 
